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Answer: D 

QUESTION: 151
 
Which VPN Community object is used to configure VPN routing within the SmartDashboard?
 

A.  Star 
B.  Mesh 
C. Remote Access 
D. Map 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 152
 
Regarding QoS guarantees and limits, which of the following statements is FALSE?
 

A.   The guarantee of a sub-rule cannot be greater than the guarantee defined for the rule above it. 
B.   If a guarantee is defined in a sub-rule, a guarantee must be defined for the rule above it. 
C. A rule guarantee must not be less than the sum defined in the guarantees' sub-rules. 
D. If both a rule and per-connection limit are defined for a rule, the per-connection limit must not be 
greater than the rule limit. 
E.   If both a limit and guarantee per rule are defined in a QoS rule, the limit must be smaller than
the guarantee. 

Answer: E 

QUESTION: 153 
When you change an implicit rule's order from "last" to "first" in Global Properties, how do you
make the change effective? 

A.   Close SmartDashboard, and reopen it. 
B.   Select install database from the Policy menu. 
C. Select save from the file menu. 
D. Reinstall the Security Policy 
E. Run fw fetch from the security Gateway. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 154 
Which NGX component displays the number of packets accepted, rejected, and dropped on a 
specific Security Gateway, in real time? 

A.   Reporting Module 
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B.   Eventia Reporter 
C. SmartUpdate 
D. SmartView Status 
E. SmarView Monitor 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 155 
The following is cphaprob state command output from a ClusterXL New mode High Auailability 
member: When member 192.168.1.2 fails over and restarts, which member will become active? 

A.   192.168.1.2 
B.  192.168.1.1 
C. Both member's state will be standby 
D. Both members' state will be active 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 156 
State Synchronizatioin is enable on both members in a cluster, and the Security Policy is 
successfully installed. No protocols or services have been unselected for "selective sync". The 
following is the fw tab -t connections -s output from both members: Is State Synchronization 
working properly between the two members? 
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A.   Members A and B are synchronized, because ID for both members is identical in the connections 
table. 
B.   The connections-table output is incomplete. You must run the cphaprob state command, to 
determine if members A and B are synchronized. 
C. Members A and B are not synchronized, because #PEAK for both members is not close in the 
connections table. 
D. Members A and B are synchronized, because #SLINKS are identical in the connections table. 
E. Members A and B are not synchronized, because #VALS in the connections table are not close. 

Answer: E 

QUESTION: 157
 
Amanda is compiling traffic statistics for her company's Internet activity during production hours.
 
How could she use SmartView Monitor to find this information? By:
 

A. using the "Traffic Counters" settings and SmartVew Monitor to generate a graph showing the
total HTTP traffic for the day. 
B. monitoring each specific user's Web traffic use. 
C. viewing total packets passed through the Security Gateway. 
D. selecting the "Tunnels" view, and generating a report on the statics. 
E. configuring a Suspicious Activity Rule which triggers an alert when HTTP traffic pssses through
the Gateway. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 158 
By default, a standby SmartCenter Server is automatically synchronized by an active SmartCenter 
Server, when: 

A.   The Security Policy is installed. 
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B.   The Security Policy is saved. 
C. The user database is installed. 
D. The Security Administrator logs in to the standby SmartCenter Server, for the first time. 
E. The standby SmartCenter Server starts for the first time. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 159 
Ben is the Security Administrator for a university. Ben configured and installed a new Security 
Policy this morning. An hour after installing the new Security Policy. Ben began receiving 
complaints that Internet access was very slow. Ben called his Internet Service Provider, who asked 
Ben how much virtual memory his Security Gateway had. Which SmartConsole application should 
Ben use to answer this question? 

A.  SmartView Tracker 
B.  SmartLSM C.   SmartUpdae 
D. SmartVIew Monitor 
E. SmartView Status 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 160 
To change an existing ClusterXL cluster object from Multicast to Unicast mode, what configuration 
change must be made? 

A.  Change the cluster mode to Unicast on the cluster object. Reinstall the Security Policy. 
B.   Reset Secure Internal Communications (SIC) on the cluster-member objects. Reinstall the
Security Policy. 
C. Run cpstop and cpstart, to reenable High Availability on both objects. Select Pivot mode in 
cpconfig. 
D. Change the cluster mode to unicast on the cluster-member object. 
E. Switch the internal network's default Security Gateway to the pivot machine's IP address. 

Answer: A 
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